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Abstract—Implementing serial I/O receivers based on analog-todigital converters (ADCs) and digital signal post-processing has
drawn growing interest with technology scaling, but power consumption remains among the key issues for such digital receiver
in high speed applications. This paper presents an ADC-based receiver that uses a low-gain analog and mixed-mode pre-equalizer
in conjunction with non-uniform reference levels for the ADC. The
combination compensates for both the frontend non-ideality and
the channel response while maintaining low ADC resolution and
hence enables low power consumption. The receiver is fabricated
in a 65 nm CMOS technology with 10 Gb/s data rate, and has 13
pJ/bit and 10.6 pJ/bit power efficiency for a 29 dB and a 23 dB loss
channel respectively.
Index Terms—Analog-to-digital converter (ADC), equalization,
I/O link, receiver.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH aggressive technology scaling over past few
decades, the on-chip processing and logic density has
continued to increase and push the data rates for serial I/O
links to exceed 10 Gbits/second (Gb/s) per lane. Due to the
high logic density, receivers that rely on a large degree of
digital signal processing are emerging as a potential solution
for high-speed serial I/O receiver designs. As shown in Fig. 1,
digital receivers incorporate an ADC to digitize the received
signal and perform equalization in the digital domain. This
type of architecture is commonplace and prevalent for lower
data rate applications such as telephone line modems and
magnetic disk read channels. The digital backend enables not
only potentially more sophisticated signal processing but also
better portability to a new fabrication technology. The biggest
challenge in this type of receiver is maintaining a reasonable
power budget for the ADC and signal processing especially
with multi-gigasamples-per-second (GS/s) sampling rates.
Given a power-limited design space, the analog (continuous-time high-pass filter, CT-HPF) or mixed-mode (FIR/DFE)
equalization approach still dominates in the low-to-medium attenuating (
dB) [1]–[3] or the ultra high-speed (
Gb/s)
[4], [5] application. Recently, for data rate around 10 Gb/s in
applications such as backplane with high attenuation (
dB)
or multi-mode optical link environment, ADC-based receivers
[6], [7] have shown sufficiently comparable power/performance
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Fig. 1. Generic ADC-based receiver architecture.

to be considered a viable solution in addition to the traditional
mixed-mode approach. The architecture proposed in this paper
uses a low-gain mixed-signal/analog pre-filtering in conjunction with an ADC-based receiver to pre-shape the signal and
reduce the amount of digital signal processing. An ADC-based
serial I/O receiver has been implemented to experimentally
demonstrate such architectural tradeoff. This paper further
extends upon the analysis in [8] by demonstrating the benefits
an ADC with non-uniform quantization levels to improve
the performance and the power efficiency. The benefit and
design consideration of the low-gain analog frontend (AFE) are
discussed in Section II, and the implementation and adaptation
method of variable reference adjustment and selection-based
DFE are introduced in Section III. The receiver is implemented
in a 65 nm CMOS technology and operates at 10 Gb/s data rate.
The measurement results and the performance comparison of
different ADC-based and mixed-mode receivers are provided
in Section IV.
II. LOW-GAIN ANALOG AND MIXED-MODE FRONTEND
The receiver design for high-loss serial link application usually adopts simple frontend circuitry to perform pre-filtering.
In a mixed-mode receiver, a continuous-time HPF, or sometimes referred to as continuous-time linear equalizer (CTLE),
is a common building block for receiver pre-filtering [9]–[11].
A CTLE contains variable DC gain to adjust received signal
swing and variable high-frequency boosting to provide equalization. Even many of the published ADC-based receivers, a
continuous-time HPF have been implemented [6] to pre-shape
the signal, or a dedicated programmable gain amplifier (PGA, or
a variable gain amplifier, VGA) is used [7], [12] to adjust signal
swing to properly drive the ADC.
The diagram of the AFE in our proposed ADC-based receiver
is shown in Fig. 2, which comprises a continuous-time HPF,
a sampled-FIR, and a VGA to perform receiver pre-filtering.
Based on the results in [8], this architecture uses the HPF and
sampled-FIR to provide a power-efficient equalization and to
dramatically reduce the power and resolution requirements of
the following ADC and DSP. The circuit implementation is discussed in Section II.A. The VGA in the proposed AFE is designed to provide excess gain so that the signal sampled by the
ADC is operated beyond the typical linear region. Although the
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Fig. 4. An example of pulse responses before and after the HPF and FIR filter.
The HPF provides 9 dB boosting at Nyquist frequency and the FIR cancels 1st
pre-cursor ISI.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the AFE in the proposed ADC-based receiver. It consists of a continuous-time HPF, a pre-tap sampled-FIR, and a VGA for receiver
pre-filtering.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of a 3-stage continuous-time high-pass filter. The first
two stages contain programmable degeneration resistors and capacitors, and the
third stage is with low output impedance to drive interleaved T/H.

signal may experience nonlinearity and saturation in large VGA
gain setting, this paper shows that a receiver performance is
improved with proper VGA adaptation. The analysis of such
nonlinear operation and the adaptation strategy is covered in
Section II.B
A. Circuit Implementation of the HPF and Sampled-FIR
The first component in our AFE is a continuous-time HPF
and it is realized by three CML stages with variable degeneration resistors and capacitors as shown in Fig. 3. While the first
two stages provide a wide tunable range of both DC and high
frequency boosting, the third stage is used to drive approximate

300 fF loading of following interleaved T/H circuitry. The HPF
in the proposed receiver provides up to 12 dB boosting at 5 GHz
(while DC gain is equal to 1) and only consumes 6 mW in 1.1 V
supply. The main benefit of this continuous-time HPF is to apply
a power-efficient receiver pre-filtering. The pulse responses in
a 27 dB loss channel before and after a 9 dB gain boosting at
Nyquist frequency are shown in Fig. 4. The HPF improves the
ratio between main cursor and 1st pre-/post-cursor ISI, and also
reduces the smooth long tail of the pulse response. Simulation
shows a roughly 10% reduction in the ratio between the sum
of 1st pre-/post-cursor ISI and the main cursor for every 3 dB
boosting at Nyquist frequency across different channels. A notable result in this example is that the value of 1st pre-cursor
ISI after the HPF is still substantial. This residual pre-cursor ISI
cannot be cancelled by the following DFE and could degrade
link performance.
The residual pre-cursor ISI can be cancelled using an FIR
at the receiver.1 This FIR can be implemented with little
power cost when combined with the sample-and-hold (S/H) or
track-and-hold (T/H) of the ADC. In order to realize multi-GS/s
ADCs, an interleaving architecture using multiple clock phases
of a slower frequency clock is adopted. In the proposed AFE,
a 4-way interleaved structure is adopted after HPF to alleviate
the bandwidth requirement. By using an interleaved T/H for
each ADC path, each T/H is used as part of the sampled FIR.
Although a 3-tap sampled FIR can be realized in a 4-way interleaving architecture [13], a 2-tap sampled FIR for pre-cursor
ISI cancellation is used in order to satisfy the settling time of
T/H and following stages. The circuit and timing diagrams of
this 4-way interleaved 2-tap sampled FIR are shown in Fig. 5.
A designated pre-tap T/H is used in each interleaved path to
avoid the long wire routing and minimize the timing mismatch.
Multiple clock phases for the sampled-FIR are generated by a
capacitor-coupling interpolator [14] and have individual delay
and duty-cycle control in each interleaving path to compensate
the mismatch between paths.
As shown in [15], depending on the channel, a pre-tap FIR
may degrade link performance because the pre-cursor subtraction would reduce the main cursor strength due to large 1st
1Alternatively, an FIR at the transmitter can be equally effective but at the
cost of peak signal power.
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Fig. 5. Block and timing diagrams of a 4-way interleaved 2-tap sampled-FIR for pre-cursor ISI cancellation.

post-cursor ISI and could also introduce other uncompensated
pre-cursor ISIs if the length of FIR is short. It is noteworthy that
this implementation uses the preceding HPF to pre-shape the
signal to increase the ratio between main cursor and 1st postcursor, and hence increase the efficiency of this pre-tap FIR.
The effective pulse response after this sampled FIR is shown in
Fig. 4 where the 1st pre-cursor ISI is removed completely.2 The
total power consumption of the T/H with the sampled-FIR embedded is 11 mW.
By combining HPF and FIR, the AFE can perform more than
10 dB equalization and lead to around 1–2-bit saving in the required ADC resolution [8]. Moreover, the sampled-FIR replaces
the costly digital FIR in the DSP and the digital DFE can be further simplified by using a selection-based architecture as discussed in Section III. The design maintains scalability for both
data rate and technology by requiring no more than 10 dB of
analog gain for any of the circuit blocks.
B. VGA Gain Setting and Nonlinear Operation
The capacitive loading of the comparators of the ADC is
typically driven with a low output impedance buffer. In this
implementation, CML buffers are used. Programmable sourcedegeneration resistors are added to the CML buffer to form
a VGA. The two-stage design provides up to 12 dB gain to
buffer the signal before the ADC and the second stage of the
VGA includes a common-mode feedback circuit to set its output
2Eliminating 1st pre-cursor ISI completely by the FIR doesn’t guarantee optimum performance [15]. The simulated/measured results in this paper use a
BER-based adaptation for equalizer coefficients can lead to near optimum performance across channels.

Fig. 6. Schematic of a 2-stage VGA with output common mode feedback.

Fig. 7. Simplified AFE model with a VGA. The additive noises before and
and
respectively.
after VGA are denoted as

common mode equal to the midpoint of following ADC reference as shown in Fig. 6.
In our receiver design, the VGA is followed by a variable
reference ADC. The optimal gain for the VGA depends on the
noise condition of the receiver. Fig. 7 shows a simplified diagram of the two primary sources of noise in the receiver. Intuitively, when the input referred noise of the AFE (or input
signal),
, is the dominant noise source, the VGA does not
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the dependence on noise condition of the VGA adaptation. The BER performance as a function of the VGA gain when the adaptation target
is the voltage margin (a) at the receiver’s input, and (b) at the comparator’s input. The ADC’s quantization error is ignored in this simulation.

Fig. 9. BER performance as a function of VGA gain with different ADC resolution and setting. A 5-tap (digital) DFE is used as the post-processing.
noise power is
of
in this simulation setup.

improve the SNR and the signal only needs to be amplified so
that the signal magnitude spans the full-scale range (FSR) of
the ADC [7], [16]. Alternatively, when the input referred noise
of the comparator,
, dominates, a higher gain is desired to
increase the SNR. This intuition is illustrated in simulation in
Fig. 8.
While the quantization noise is presented in an ADC-based
receiver, the receiver would favor a large VGA gain to reduce
the effect of quantization noise even
is larger than
as
shown in Fig. 9. Since a large output signal is desirable, the
VGA outputs can be nonlinear and saturated once the effect is
smaller than the quantization noise. However, using an adaptive
FSR for the ADC following the VGA can relax the gain and
voltage requirement of the VGA. The ADC reference adaptation
can adjust the ADC’s FSR to maximize the signal to noise ratio
and compress the reference levels near the edges of the signal
magnitude as needed.
Simulation results in Fig. 9 show that adaptive FSR ADCs
(with 8 and 16 levels) can perform near the performance of an
ideal DFE and considerably improved in comparison to 3 and
4 bit uniform ADCs with fixed FSR. Also note that fixed FSR
ADCs exhibit zigzag patterns as VGA gain increases because

Fig. 10. Block diagram of a selection-based DFE with a look-up-table in the
feedback path.

the reference voltages may not slice the input signal at voltage
levels with high SNR due to the ISI distribution from the particular channel. The adaptive ADC FSR can reduce the effect of
quantization error and hence the SNR is improved. Because the
references are more optimally placed, the receiver behaves like
a loop-unrolled DFE so that the optimal VGA gain is lower. As
we show in the measurements in Section IV, due to the HPF,
and the sampled FIR, noise in our ADC-based receiver is dominated by the input noise rather than the noise of final decision
comparator; hence, the input referred noise can be used as the
metric to perform the VGA adaptation. Furthermore, from this
analysis, only a modest gain of 6 dB is needed to minimize the
BER hence potentially allowing further power savings.3
While the receiver performance is improved by the ADC with
adaptive FSR, a possible half-LSB voltage margin degradation
still exists in a uniform spacing ADC. Hence, the ADC quantization error can be further reduced by allowing non-uniform reference levels. The next section discusses the details of an ADC
with non-uniform reference levels.
3Our design overdesigned the gain in anticipation for the potential of a very
weak input signal. The input signal magnitude of a copper channel can be
mV differentially. Potentially, 4 mW of power can be saved.
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Fig. 11. Comparator reference positions in different ADC settings for a 13.5 dB loss channel. The channel exhibits a large 1st post-cursor ISI, similar 2nd and 3rd
post-cursor ISIs, and small 4th and 5th post-cursor ISIs. A 6-comparator non-uniform reference ADC can achieve similar performance as a 32-comparator, 5-tap
loop-unrolled DFE.

III. NON-UNIFORM ADC REFERENCE
ADCs quantize the analog input signal into discrete digital
steps for the subsequent digital signal processing. To preserve
the information of the analog waveform, an ADC is usually designed to minimize the quantization errors, and because of the
randomization of incoming signal level, the ADC references are
usually equally-spaced. However, this may not be the optimum
setting for an ADC used in the I/O receiver where the signal
content depends on the filtering of the transmission medium.
As discussed in Section II, the FIR has been implemented in
the receiver AFE. This approach saves a substantial amount of
power since a digital FIR at 10 GS/s can be exceedingly power
hungry [17], [18]. Furthermore, as Section III.A will show, a
digital selection-based DFE can be very efficiently implemented
along with a non-uniform ADC. The section focuses on the similarity and differences between such architecture with a loop-unrolled DFE [19]. Section III.B discusses the implementation details of the ADC with programmable references. Section III.C
describes the implementation of the proposed selection-based
digital DFE. Since the reference levels of the non-uniform ADC
depends on the channel characteristics, Section III.D describes
the adaptation algorithm for the ADC. Finally, Section III.E
discusses the implications of the non-uniformity on timing recovery and the implementation of baud-rate timing recovery.
A. Selection-Based DFE Using Non-Uniform ADC Outputs
A basic diagram of a selection-based DFE is shown in Fig. 10.
Such selection-based DFE does not require additional resolution internal to the filter beyond the resolution of its input (i.e.,
ADC’s resolution), and have identical performance as a digital
DFE using multiply-adds. In the case of a flash-ADC, ADC’s
thermometer outputs are used by the DFE directly without converting to binary, and one comparator’s output is selected as
the final data according to prior data history. For a M-comparator ADC with N-tap DFE, N-bit data history is mapped to
M threshold levels by a look-up-table (LUT) [20], [21].
Because one comparator’s output is selected as the final decision based on previous data, the position of the comparator’s
threshold level is critical to the equalizer’s performance. In

a uniform quantization ADC, the maximal deviation of comparator’s reference from its optimum value could be as large
as half-LSB of ADC. Hence, a straightforward method to
improve receiver performance is to increase ADC’s resolution.
Because both the hardware and power penalties of a high-speed
high-resolution ADC are large, a low-power design can be realized by implementing an ADC with non-uniform quantization
levels.
The concept of combining non-uniform ADC reference and
selection-based DFE is equivalent to a loop-unrolled or partial response DFE when using
comparators for N-bit history. While adopting a pure digital implementation without any
analog feedback loop after ADC’s comparators, this approach
offers more flexibility than a loop-unrolled DFE by using only
the necessary number of comparators. For instance, if the link
pulse response has similar ISIs or some ISIs are close to linear
combinations of others [20], a small set of optimum reference
levels can be determined by a recursive method [20], [21].
Fig. 11 shows an example of reference levels in a uniform
ADC and a non-uniform ADC for a 13.5 dB loss channel.
Because 1) the 2nd and 3rd post-cursor ISIs in this channel
have similar magnitude, and 2) the 4th and 5th post-cursor
ISIs are relatively small compared to 1st–3rd post-cursor ISIs,
the optimal reference levels are gathered into 6 groups, and a
6-comparator non-uniform ADC can already achieve similar
performance as a 5-tap loop-unrolled DFE which requires
32 comparators.
Because the improvement of such non-uniform references
is channel dependent, more performance analysis is verified in
simulation by using 10 backplane channels with 15 to 35 dB
attenuation at the Nyquist frequency ([8] Fig. 4). These 10
channels are combined with four receiver high-pass filter
and two pre-tap FIR settings to create total 80 different link
responses. Fig. 12 shows the simulated performance of a receiver with low resolution ADC compared to a receiver with
5-tap loop-unrolled DFE. The receiver input swing is set to
800 mV
. By allowing 13 mV degradation compared to
a 5-tap loop-unrolled DFE, simulation shows a 12-comparator
non-uniform ADC with optimum reference setting plus a 5-tap
selection-based DFE can achieve this goal in all link responses.
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Fig. 13. The comparator reference level adjustment combines coarse and finetuning to achieve a large range.
Fig. 12. Simulated voltage margin degradation of a receiver with uniform and
non-uniform ADC reference. Zero voltage margin reference is a 32-comparator,
5-tap loop-unrolled DFE. The graph shows the minimal, maximal, and average
voltage margin reduction of a receiver with different ADC configurations in 80
different link responses. The adaptation method proposed in Section III.D can
achieve near-optimum non-uniform ADC reference setting.

If using an ADC with 0.5 pJ/conv-step figure of merit (FoM)
as the benchmark, it implies around 100 mW power saving for
a 10 GS/s ADC implementation.
B. Circuit Implementation of ADC With Variable Reference
With the aid of low-gain AFE and non-uniform reference setting, the ADC in the proposed receiver only requires a small
number of slicing levels to achieve the targeted performance.
Moreover, due to the nature of selection-based DFE, the ADC’s
thermometer outputs are used directly. Hence, a 4-bit flash architecture is chosen to be the ADC in our receiver. Unused reference levels can be optionally turned off to potentially yield more
power savings. To achieve the non-uniform reference levels,
each comparator’s reference can be adjusted over a wide tuning
range with small step size because any residual offset would
adversely affect the receiver performance. The receiver input
before compensation,
referred offset is around 20 mV
and the offset due to AFE are compensated in advance by the
offset cancellation circuitry inside the AFE block with offline
calibration.
The proposed reference adjustment of ADC’s comparator is
embedded in the offset cancellation and combines two methods
to achieve larger tuning range as shown in Fig. 13. The first approach is to select the tap-point from the resistor ladder by a
3-bit coarse control signal. The nominal setting of each coarse
step is 15 mV. The selected voltage is connected to a PMOS
reference buffer, where the bodies of PMOS devices are connected to another resistor ladder with 3-bit digital control to
perform reference fine-tuning [22]. The MOS threshold voltage
changes with body bias and its value changes with PVT. Sim% variaulation shows the PMOS threshold voltage has
tion across PVT and around 62.5 mV/V sensitivity in 65 nm
technology. The fine-tuning range covers 1.5 coarse steps, but
both coarse and fine-tuning can be adjusted by changing the current through the resistor ladder to further increase the adjustable
range. By combining both methods, the reference tuning range

Fig. 14. Block and timing diagrams of the multi-stage comparator in the ADC.
The data path is interleaved after 2nd stage.

Fig. 15. The proposed selection-based DFE with the tap assignment block
which routes ADC’s outputs to proper positions of final selection MUX.

of each comparator is more than 100 mV with minimal 2 mV
step size in default setting, which is sufficient to provide the
offset cancellation of a 4-bit ADC, and also enables the variable
reference tuning.
Because there is no analog feedback loop in an ADC-based
receiver, the regeneration time or the latency of comparator is
not a critical design issue. Hence, a multi-stage architecture
is used in the comparator design to reduce the probability of
metastability and also achieve low power consumption. The first
stage of the comparator is a four-input CML to perform the reference subtraction and is followed by a dynamic StrongArm
latch [23]. The data path is further interleaved after the second
stage by two more dynamic latches triggered by half-rate clocks.
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parallel 5-tap selection-based DFE in the test chip.

Since the signal is amplified by the first two stages to some
extent, the design requirement of half-rate dynamic latches is
relaxed and can use small device size to achieve low power.
The block and timing diagrams of a comparator are shown in
Fig. 14.
Each comparator operates at 2.5 GS/s to achieve a
total 10 GS/s in a 4-way interleaved architecture and consumes 0.75 mW including the clock power. With this comparator architecture, the ADC’s outputs are 1.25 Gb/s with
parallelism, which accommodate the speed of subsequent
digital processing and no further de-serializing is required.
C. Implementation of Selection-Based DFE
The key component of a selection-based DFE is the LUT
which maps stored data history to ADC’s outputs. However, as
shown in Fig. 10, this LUT exists in the feedback path and can
limit the maximum data rate [21]. This paper proposes a selection-based DFE architecture for low number of tap by using a
tap assignment block as shown in Fig. 15. The tap assignment
M-to-1 MUX to route
block for N-tap DFE consists of
M-comparator ADC’s outputs to proper positions of following
-to-1 MUX. Each tap reassignment block is
final selection
selected by static control bits and can be embedded into the
comparator reassignment algorithm for offset cancellation to
increase the yield. It is equivalent to the LUT but implemented
in the feed-forward path and also makes the following N-tap
-to-1 tree-type MUX. Each input of
DFE as simple as a
-to-1 MUX is assigned to one of
possible ISI
the final
offsets. Such regular structure of tree-type MUX is easy for
pipelining to meet the timing constraint. However, the hardware
requirement of proposed selection-based DFE grows exponentially with number of DFE tap. Our implementation shows a
5-tap DFE is achievable for 10 Gb/s throughput in a 65 nm

CMOS technology with less than 40 mW power consumption.
With this architecture, the receiver can also be configured as a
traditional 1–4-tap loop-unrolled DFE for verification purpose
because there are only 16 comparators in the ADC.
parallel
Fig. 16 shows the complete diagram of the
5-tap selection-based DFE in our test chip. The entire digital
DFE only consists of simple multiplexer and flip-flop and is
synthesized with a 65 nm CMOS standard cell library. The
final 32-to-1 MUX is pipelined carefully to achieve critical
path equal to the delay of 8 2-to-1 MUX 1 F/F, which must
be less than 8-bit times (800 ps for 10 Gb/s).
An auxiliary path is also implemented for testability and
adaptation. The path has same structure as the data path except
it accommodates the input and feedback data from any of the
interleaving paths so that it can be programmed as the replica
of the data path. Since each comparator’s output in the data
path is selected as the decision of one or more particular 5-bit
data patterns, the voltage margin can be traced by comparing
its output to an extra comparator with adjustable reference
voltage. The output of this extra comparator is routed into the
replica path to replace the targeted comparator, and because
the tap reassignment block acts as the data filtering, the output
of replica path are XORed with the result from data path
directly to perform pseudo BER detection [15]. The true BER
measurement is also implemented in the test chip by using a
PRBS decoder in the DSP.
The completed voltage margin information can be constructed by tracing through all possible data patterns. A
simple diagram of voltage margin detection is illustrated in
Fig. 17. This method only requires one extra comparator in a
multi-bit ADC for voltage margin measurement and enables
the BER-based adaptation without affecting the performance in
data path.
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around 2 mV reduction in voltage margin compared to the results using an exhaustive recursive algorithm across different
link responses.
E. Baud-Rate Timing Recovery

Fig. 17. Pseudo BER and voltage margin measurement by using the auxiliary
path.

D. BER-Based Adaptation for Non-Uniform ADC Reference
The optimum ADC reference setting for an ADC-based receiver can be determined by solving a complex set of optimizations or running a recursive programming procedure. The
method proposed in [20] requires prior knowledge of exact ISI
values, and the hardware and computation time grow quickly
with ADC resolution and DFE tap number. This paper proposes
a non-uniform ADC reference setting that combines traditional
SS-LMS and BER-based approach for fast adaptation and practical implementation. The algorithm of the proposed adaptation
method is shown in Fig. 18.
The first step of the algorithm is applying SS-LMS adaptation for DFE coefficient setting in a 16-comparator uniform reference ADC. This step is the same as the DFE adaptation of a
uniform reference ADC-based receiver and is to have an initial
grouping that assigns ISI offsets to the nearest comparator reference. Because traditional SS-LMS is known for its simple hardware requirement and fast convergence time, this step provides
the system an acceptable initial point. Note that because of the
non-uniform distribution of ISI offsets, there may be some comparators in the ADC that are not used after the initial assignment.
In the next step, the pseudo-BER measurement described
previously is applied to find the voltage margin of received
signal. Because each comparator’s output represents one or
more data patterns, the receiver performance is optimized by
placing comparator’s reference in the center of each partial-response eye. The voltage margin after the reference adjustment
is compared with a target value, 30 mV voltage margin at
for example. If the target is met, the comparator
with maximal voltage margin is turned off to save the power
and its corresponding ISI offsets are assigned to the adjacent
comparator(s). Then the new comparator reference levels are
set again according to the measured voltage margin. After
few iterations, the ADC can achieve a setting that satisfies the
targeted performance with minimal number of comparators.
The result of this adaptation strategy depends on the initial
assignment by SS-LMS adaptation so that it may not be able
to achieve optimum ADC reference setting. The simulation results in Fig. 12 show the joint-adaption with SS-LMS and nonuniform reference tuning in proposed adaptation method has

The sampling clock of the design is generated by an on-chip
interpolator and its phase is determined according to the measured BER [16]. Although the complete CDR loop is not implemented in the digital post-processing, a baud-rate timing recovery scheme is proposed for the ADC-based receiver and
verified using a feedback loop closed with the test setup. A
baud-rate timing recovery algorithm is usually preferred in an
ADC-based receiver because no additional samples are needed,
ADC’s outputs are reused, and the design can take advantage
of low-cost digital signal processing. Such data-driven method
uses the discrete samples to estimate phase information. However, in the proposed receiver with non-uniform ADC reference,
each comparator’s reference is located in the eye center of certain data pattern(s); hence the ADC’s output cannot be used directly to extract accurate phase information.
In the proposed baud-rate timing recovery for the ADC-based
receiver with non-uniform quantization, a data filter stores the
data history of 3 bits which include the data from previous
sample (bit), current sample (bit) and next sample (bit). The
data filter removes the impact of the previous bit to eliminate
the noise due to large 1st post-cursor ISI. This implementation
allows the potential for longer or different data filtering if
necessary [24]. One extra comparator is used to monitor the
data transition and its threshold level is placed in the middle of
the selected data patterns. The clock sampling phase is moved
forward or backward according to the probabilities of different
data patterns above or below this threshold.
For example, 3-bit data transition 1-0-1 and 1-0-0 in a 20 dB
loss channel are shown in Fig. 19(a), where the 1st pre-cursor
ISI has been cancelled by the FIR. The thick dash line in the
figure represents the comparator’s threshold which is set to the
mean of the two data transitions. The sampling clock phase is
moved backward if the probability of a “101” transition that is
sampled with a value above the threshold is equal or smaller
than the probability of a “100” transition. Conversely, the phase
is moved forward if the probabilities are reversed. With this algorithm, the clock locks at the phase with zero 1st pre-cursor
ISI. In the case where the 1st pre-cursor ISI is not cancelled completely, the clock locks at an earlier phase as shown in Fig. 19(b).
The locking phase can be intentionally shifted by changing the
weighting factor when counting the probability of transition to
favor the case above or below the threshold, and this weighting
factor can be controlled by the BER results [15].
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Fig. 20 shows the complete block diagram of the proposed
ADC-based receiver. Receiver’s outputs are fed into on-chip
PRBS checkers or pseudo-BER detector and their results are
stored in an 11-bit counter. The test chip’s micrograph is shown
in Fig. 21. It is fabricated in a standard 65 nm CMOS technology
with active area of 0.26 mm , and is tested in a chip-on-board
assembly. In the measurement setup, a 10 GHz synchronized
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Fig. 18. Flow diagram of non-uniform ADC reference adaptation algorithm.

Fig. 19. Lock position of proposed baud-rate timing recovery while (a) the 1st pre-cursor ISI is cancelled, and (b) the 1st pre-cursor ISI is uncompensated. The
“101” and “100” data transitions are monitored by the data filter.

clock is forwarded along with PRBS31 data from the transmitter module and then divided by the on-chip dividers into
four 2.5 GHz quadrature-phase clocks. The sampling clock is
then generated by an on-chip interpolator and its phase is determined using the BER based adaptation. The receiver performances with different configurations are tested over two channels with 23 dB and 17 dB loss at Nyquist frequency to demonstrate the architectural tradeoff of an ADC-based receiver.
Section IV.A shows the laboratory results of receiver’s performance in different AFE settings. The performance improvement
of non-uniform reference ADC in three different link responses

are examined in Section IV.B, and the measured data transition
for the proposed timing recovery is shown in Section IV.C. The
performance of proposed ADC-based receiver is summarized
and compared with recent publications in Section IV.D.
A. AFE Pre-Filter Experimental Results
Fig. 22 shows the impact of the HPF and FIR on the receiver
performance with different ADC resolution while a 5-tap digital
DFE is used.
The HPF consumes only 6 mW while the sampled FIR (which
includes the ADC’s T/H) consumes 11 mW. The results indicate
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Fig. 20. Block diagram of the proposed ADC-based receiver.

Fig. 21. Micrograph of the test-chip.

In addition to the pre-filter, the VGA’s gain control can increase the SNR. In the test chip, the multi-stage AFE contributes
more noises than ADC’s comparator, and because the signal
is sampled before the VGA, the jitter-induced voltage noises
are also added into the system before the VGA amplification.
Hence, the optimum VGA gain setting is adapted according to
the voltage margin at receiver’s input with the presence of nonlinearity and limited swing in the VGA. The voltage margin
at receiver’s input is obtained through dividing the measured
voltage margin at ADC’s input by AFE’s low-frequency gain.
This AFE low-frequency gain can be obtained either through
the off-line characterization or a live monitoring which derives
a normalized gain by comparing the value of non-uniform ADC
reference in different VGA settings.
Fig. 23 shows the receiver performance with different VGA
gain settings. The receiver input swing is 600 mV
and
the receiver configuration is set to use the 8-comparator ADC
and 5-tap digital DFE. The BER at the eye center is the result
of extrapolating the measured BER bathtub curve which is only
down to
BER due to limited measuring time.
B. Non-Uniform ADC Experimental Results

Fig. 22. Measured receiver voltage margin with different HPF and FIR
settings.

that with the aid of the low-gain pre-filtering, the requirement
of the following ADC can be relaxed. Roughly 1-bit is saved
in the ADC resolution when either the HPF or FIR is used in
these two channels. The unused comparators in the test chip
can be turned off to improve the power efficiency. For example,
if an 8-comparator ADC is used in the receiver instead of a
16-comparator ADC, a total 24 mW can be saved in ADC’s
power.

The non-uniform ADC reference setting relies on the ISI
offset distribution. Hence, its performance improvement over
the uniform quantization ADC is channel dependent. The
performance of different receiver configurations in several
pulse responses created from a 17 dB loss channel by applying
different pre-filtering are examined.
The effective pulse response of one sampling phase and prefilter setting is shown in Fig. 24(a). Because the response has
one large post-cursor ISI of 53 mV followed by many small
taps, the optimal reference levels are clustered around
mV
and
mV levels. Such uneven distribution of the required
ADC reference is difficult to realize with a low-resolution, uniform quantization ADC and as a result, the uniform ADC receiver have worse performance. The receiver with non-uniform
reference ADC outperforms other architectures4 including loop
unrolled DFE and reducing the full-scale range of an uniform
ADC as shown in Fig. 24(b).
A different pulse response can illustrate a different tradeoff
between architectures. The effective pulse response shown in
Fig. 25(a) also has a dominant 1st post-cursor ISI and many
4The other options are verified and measured using different settings and configurations of our ADC and DSP.
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Fig. 23. Measured receiver performance with different VGA gain settings.

Fig. 24. (a) The channel response for this measurement, (b) measured voltage margin versus the number of comparator for different ADC-based receiver configurations.

Fig. 25. (a) The channel response for this measurement, (b) the voltage margin versus the number of comparator with different ADC-based receiver configurations.

smaller ones. Similar to Fig. 24, the non-uniform ADC reference outperforms other architectures. Such non-uniform reference ADC setting can achieve similar performance as a uniform
ADC with 1–1.5-bit reduction in ADC resolution.
In Fig. 26(a), a strong pre-filtering is applied to overequalize the channel so that the pulse response has substantial 1st to 4th post-cursor ISIs with distinct values. In this
case, the non-uniform ADC reference continues to outperform
the uniform ADC and reduced-FSR ADC, but it has no performance gain over the receiver with loop-unrolled DFE. It is
because the post-cursor ISIs have very distinct values and their
distribution did not result in some overlaps among the possible ISI offsets to allow non-uniform reference setting to save

comparators for the same BER performance. The above three
cases illustrates the dependence on the channel characteristics
and the performance benefits of a receiver with non-uniform
reference ADC.
The extra comparator in the ADC and the auxiliary digital
DFE path can perform the pseudo-BER detection for voltage
margin measurement. By changing its sampling phase, the effective eye-diagram seen by the DFE can be constructed by
measuring the BER as a function of voltage and timing offsets.
Fig. 27 plots the effective eye diagrams measured for different
receiver configurations with 4 comparators. As expected, the
non-uniform ADC reference receiver achieves the largest eye
opening.
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Fig. 26. (a) The channel response for the measurements, and (b) the voltage margin versus the number of comparator with different ADC-based receiver configurations. The non-uniform reference ADC has same performance as loop-unrolled DFE due to distinct ISI values.

Fig. 27. Measured eye diagrams of a 4-comparator ADC receivers: (a) the partial response eye diagrams of the individual 4 comparators; the effective eye diagrams
of (b) non-uniform ADC reference, (c) reduced-FSR ADC, and (d) uniform quantization ADC.

C. Baud-Rate Timing Recovery Experimental Results

D. Performance Comparison

The on-chip data transitions are measured to demonstrate the
feasibility of the baud-rate timing recovery. Fig. 28(a) shows
the measured “101” and “100” data patterns with 1st pre-cursor
ISI cancelled by sampled FIR in a 17 dB loss channel. The reference offset of the extra comparator used for the timing recovery is also shown in the figure. The clock phase is designed
to move forward or backward according to the probabilities of
the two data transitions with respect to this threshold level. The
proposed timing recovery would lock at the phase where 1st
pre-cursor ISI is zero and it is near the peak of main cursor in
this case because the 1st pre-cursor is already cancelled. For the
link setting in Fig. 28(b), the system locks at an earlier phase
because a large 1st pre-cursor ISI exists.

The proposed receiver operates at 10 Gb/s data rate and consumes 130 mW in 1.1 V supply. It can equalize a 29 dB loss
channel with less than
BER in the optimum setting with
16 comparators in the ADC. The power breakdown is shown in
Fig. 29. It is noteworthy that the sum of ADC and DSP power
are almost 70% of total power and they are both expected to be
reduced with the technology scaling.
Table I summarizes the power and performance of proposed
ADC-based receiver along with other high-speed serial link receivers published recently. The power efficiency of proposed
receiver is 13 pJ/bit for a 29 dB loss channel. Because the performance of non-uniform ADC reference is channel dependent,
in some channels the receiver only requires a lower resolution
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Fig. 28. Measured data transition while (a) the 1st pre-cursor ISI is cancelled, and (b) the 1st pre-cursor ISI is uncompensated. The baud-rate timing recovery
would lock at the phase with zero 1st pre-cursor ISI.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF HIGH-SPEED SERIAL LINK RECEIVERS

Fig. 29. Receiver power breakdown.

ADC to achieve similar performance; hence, the unused comparators can be turned off to save the power. The measurement results show that only 8 comparators are needed for the
non-uniform reference ADC to equalize a 23 dB loss channel.
The power efficiency for this link improves to 10.6 pJ/bit. This
number is the lowest among other ADC-based receiver and is
comparable to those serial link receivers using mixed-mode approach. Note that the equalization capabilities of those publications in Table I include both Tx and Rx equalization (except [25]) and a 3 or 4-tap Tx-FIR can effectively achieves
10–15 dB equalization. It implies when cooperating with transmitter equalization, the proposed receiver is a suitable solution
for a higher-loss (
dB) serial link application, and its power
performance also makes such ADC-based approach a viable solution for the next generation serial link receivers.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper describes the design and measurements from a
hybrid architecture ADC-based receiver for serial link application. The low-gain AFE dramatically reduces the requirement
of ADC and digital post processing, and also allows scalability
for both data rate and technology. The non-uniform ADC reference setting adapted according to the channel response shows
substantial improvement in comparison to traditional uniform
reference ADC enabling reduced number of reference levels

and hence lower power dissipation. The receiver is fabricated
in a 65 nm CMOS technology and achieves 10 Gb/s data rate in
1.1 V supply. While the performance improvement of non-uniform reference ADC strongly depends on the channel pulse response, the receiver shows improved power performance across
a wide range of channels achieving 13 pJ/bit and 10.6 pJ/bit
power efficiency in a 29 dB and 23 dB loss channel respectively.
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